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Chomsky 1973 introduce successive cyclic WH-movement and Subjacency. <It’s interesting that
A-movement had long been assumed suc-cyc, but not A’-movement, which used to be called
'unbounded’.>
Contrary to what you might have expected, suc-cyc movement is not initially motivated by
Subjacency, but rather by the tensed Sentence Condition and the Specified Subject Condition.
The initial ex. is (49):
(49) What did you tell me that Bill saw. <from (50)>
(50) COMP you told me [sCOMP Bill saw something]
Moving in one fell swoop would violate both conditions.
TSC (1st version)

SSC (1st version)
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He eventually does introduce Subjacency, but it is largely redundant with TSC and SSC.

Subjacency <He immediately limits it to 'extraction’ rules - rules moving something to a superior
position. 'Superior’ is almost equivalent to asymmetric c-command.>
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Finally, with respect to strict cyclicity, Chomsky says (p.246-247) that we can block derivation
of things like
*To whom does John know what books to give
where first we properly extract 'To whom’ then we go back and move 'what books’ by his (51) the Strict Cycle.
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Rudin 1982 "Who what to whom said?": An Argument from Bulgarian against Cyclic
WH-Movement" CLS17
Like the title says, Rudin argues vs. suc-cyc WH-movement. Here’s the crux of the argument:
Rudin argues that the multiple fronted WHs in Bulgarian are all in Comp.

She then reasons

Rudin thus argues, though she doesn’t put it quite this way, for a Ross style approach. WHmovement is unbounded, but cannot escape an island.
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Consider now Rudin’s classic paper on multiple WH-movement, "On Multiple Questions and
Multiple WH Fronting" 1988 NLLT 6,4.
Here Rudin argues that there are at least 2 types of multiple fronting languages, and that
Bulgarian has all the WHs in Comp (now Spec of C). She then shows that in Bulgarian, multiple
WHs can move out of an embedded clause (contrary to some of the other languages she
investigates. And crucially, she now relies on suc-cyc movement:

Now look at this (MFS = MULTIPLY-FILLED SPECCP):
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Strikingly, nowhere in this paper does she note that in her earlier paper she had made exactly the
opposite theoretical claim, based on seemingly parallel but opposite data. She does actually note
that interrogative extraction out of an interrogative (her earlier * ex.) unlike relativization out of
an interrogative (the new ex.) is pretty degraded,. But now she suggests that this should have
some non-syntactic account.
______________________________________________________________________
Postal’s argument vs. suc-cyc A’-movement, and Chomsky’s reply <More on this a little later in
the course>
(1) a To whom do you think (that) John talked
b Who do you think (that) John talked to
c *Who do you think to (that) John talked

P can be stranded (b) or pied-piped (a), so why can’t a derivation combine the possibilties (c)?
(2) To allow (1)a and (1)b, Chomsky proposes that the wh-feature on who(m) can 'percolate' to the PP to
whom.
(3) (1)c is still not possible, since the initial move of the PP means the feature has percolated, so the
second step is impossible, by the A-over-A condition.
_____________________________________________________________________
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Epstein and Seely have some arguments and discussions about suc-cyc A-movement, in addition
to the ones I gave in the other handout. Here’s one rather striking one (p.22, fn8) See (105) on
the other handout for just this point.

Interestingly, on the page immediately following that footnote, Epstein and Seely say concerning
a requirement that they call 'X–invisibility’:
"Thus, if in fact X' is invisible, and reference to it in definitions is precluded, then, indeed
the X' sister cannot be used to specify the positional occurrence of a category in Spec."
Later this becomes part of their argument against EPP, hence, against suc-cyc A-movement.
Their Chapter 3 is an extended argument against the EPP, hence, under plausible assumptions,
against suc-cyc A-movement. ((I can’t summarize their entire argument here. I encourage you to
look at it yourselves.))
p.49. "... the EPP is ill-understood."
p.50. Originally, the EPP was the requirement that a clause have a subject. "But a problem with
this statement of the EPP is that it represents a form of construction specificity of just the sort
that, for principled reasons, is avoided within the Principles and Parameters (and Minimalist)
approach.."
When later, it became a feature checking requirement of infinitival Infl, this addressed that
particular problem but "it is unclear just what this EPP feature is." <I have actually argued that
EPP is not a matter of feature checking.>
p.51. "Moreover, even if the EPP-feature were specified, we have the stillA unanswered question
of whether it is a 'strong feature' (as in CT p. 232) or not; and thus the question of the level of
application of the EPP (is it derivationally satisfiable (Lasnik 2002); is it an Everywhere
principle Chomsky (1995:123); or is it (at least) a PF principle (see Boskovic and Lasnik
2003)?"
Thus, it is "unclear what even the basic formulation of the EPP is."
The EPP is "'highly' redundant with other principles of Universal Grammar."
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Barss assumes suc-cyc movement but offers some arguments in Section 3.3.7 that Condition A
cannot be satisfied successive cyclically (as in, say, Jackendoff’s early work or, roughly, Belletti,
Adriana and Luigi Rizzi. 1988. Psych-verbs and theta theory. Natural Language and Linguistic
Theory 6: 291-352).
Barss gives 2 arguments.
1. The 1st is based on passives. He presents evidence that the by-phrase is not c-commanded by
the object. He then explores the following contrast:

Or similarly:

Given a version of binding theory something like that in Chomsky 1986 Knowledge of Language
(with, in effect, SSC of a relativized minimality sort, but no TSC), the worry is that (66) and
(83b) might be incorrectly let in. The reasoning is that at S-structure, the passivized subject will
block the anaphor from being related to the matrix subject. But prior to that NP moving to
subject position, nothing blocks the relation. Thus, if we could license the anaphor prior to NP
movement we would over-generate. But as Barss acknowledges, this argument is weak. Those
bad results come from bad derivations. The anaphor licensing would happen on the higher cycle
since that’s where the hypothesized antecedent is. But the NP movement is completely internal
to the lower cycle. Thus, the Strict Cycle rules these out.
2. Barss’s 2nd argument is based on a complicated WH-movement derivation.

At S-structure, 'John’ prevents an anaphoric relation between 'Mary’ and 'herself’. But Barss
claims that there can be a point in the derivation of (88) where therre is no such intervention. The
1st step of the derivation is the standard local WH-movement seen in (88) itself. Then the WHphrase containing 'herself’ moves to Spec of the intermediate CP. At this point, there is no
intervention (just as in TMary wonders which pictures of herself John likes best), so binding is
now established. Then the WH-phrase moves on to Spec of the matrix CP. Finally, the WHphrase moves back to the lowest Spec of CP. Strict cyclicity is obeyed by every step in this
derivation. Kind of an unconventional derivation, but is it actually excluded by anything? If not,
Barss’s argument goes through.
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